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By the world leader in IP information  for nearly two decades,
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�Never  before available directory specifically for IP Specialists!

�With more than 4,000 entries and abbreviations!

Now available from Hein!

Intellectual Property: A Global Directory of Acronyms and Abbreviations is the
first directory specifically for IP Specialists – a groundbreaking resource that
belongs in academic libraries around the globe.The directory provides the first
English-Acronymonics dictionary/reference for IP acronyms, and as such
represents an invaluable resource for all in the legal profession

Don’t let one missed acronym create
confusion and misunderstanding!

IP has expanded to most topical areas of law including:
• Art law
• Bankruptcy
• Conflicts of law
• Commerce and technology
• Crimes
• Damages
• Economics
• Export law
• Employment (e.g. trade
secrets)

• Entertainment
• Environment (e.g. sustainable
development)
• Health
• Human rights (indigenous,
cultural, traditional)
• Insurance
• Labor
• Remedies

• Sales (Uniform Commercial
Code)
• Secured transactions
(debtor/creditor)
• Sports
• Taxation
• Torts (defamation,
appropriation)
• Trade law
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Part I-Forward Listing
Part I of the Directory enables users to search for the meaning of abbreviations and acronyms
employed in IP literature. This directory offers both new and old abbreviations as well as an extensive
range of patent, trademark and copyright abbreviations. This expansion of new abbreviations creates
a critical reference guide for students, professors, or law review editors.

Part II-Reverse Listing
Part II allows users to locate the abbreviations for titles, terms and names used in legal literature. The
Directory includes abbreviations established by well-recognized authorities as well as abbreviations
otherwise devised by print and Web authors in their efforts to shorten legal references and citations.
Over the years IP has expanded from what it once was to include design rights, intellectual capital and
asset management, trade secrets, rights of publicity, cultural and moral rights, unfair competition,
biodiversity law and much more. Part II of this directory allows users to  locate the abbreviation they
need when they need it.
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Professor Cavicchi, widely acknowledged as the global uber-meister of patent information searching
and mining, has been a world leader in IP information management for nearly two decades. As the
IP Librarian at the University of New Hampshire School of Law’s IP Library (the sole academic IP
librarian and library in the Western Hemisphere), he has guided generations of students in research,
writing and professionalism. He single handedly created and launched the internationally acclaimed
on-line IP Mall, and likewise has established a highly innovative and unique patent database mining
educational program at the University of New Hampshire School of Law, the only one of its kind in
the world, that guides students from the fundamentals of patent database mining to intensive patent
landscape analysis of cutting-edge innovations in health and agriculture—for example HIV vaccine-
related biotechnological innovations.

About Jon R. Cavicchi

Pricing Information

It’s easy to order! Simply email
order@wshein.com or call

800.828.7571 today!

“Intellectual Property: A Global Directory of Acronyms and Abbreviations provides
us with the first English-Acronymonics dictionary/reference for IP acronyms, and
as such represents an invaluable resource for all in the legal profession. No
longer will one missed acronym create confusion and misunderstanding. No
longer will an acronym be misinterpreted as something completely unrelated,
with the unintentional skewing of meaning.”

-Stanley P. Kowalski, J.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Clinical Law

Director, International Technology Transfer Institute
University of New Hampshire School of Law

From the Foreword
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New from Hein!

Patent Reform:
A Legislative History of the Leahy-Smith

America Invents Act
Edited by William H. Manz

What is the Patent Reform Act? The Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (also
known as the Patent Reform Act of 2011) makes the most significant changes
to U.S. patent law since 1952. Among the changes made by the Act, the most
significant and controversial is the switch in patent priority from “first to invent”
to “first to file.” This change grants a patent to the first person to file a patent
application, regardless of the actual date of the invention.

What does this legislative history include? The historical 5-volume set
includes the text of the Act, all bill versions and mark-ups, related bills, relevant
reports and hearings, House and Senate debates, presidential remarks, and
Congressional Budget Office reports.

More
than

6,000
pages of

bills,
reports,

and
hearings!


